
Hyperparameter PTB Wiki

Word Emb. Size 400 400
Hidden State Dim 1150 1150
Layers 3 3
Optimizer ASGD ASGD
Learning Rate 30 30
Gradient clip 0.25 0.25
Epochs (train) 500 750
Epochs (finetune) 500 (max) 750 (max)
Batch Size 20 80
Sequence Length 70 70
LSTM Layer Dropout 0.25 0.2
Recurrent Dropout 0.5 0.5
Word Emb. Dropout 0.4 0.65
Word Dropout 0.1 0.1
FF Layers Dropout 0.4 0.4
Weight Decay 1.2⇥ 10�6 1.2⇥ 10�6

Table 2: Hyperparameter Settings.

A Hyperparameter settings

We train a vanilla LSTM language model, aug-
mented with dropout on recurrent connections,
embedding weights, and all input and output con-
nections (Wan et al., 2013; Gal and Ghahramani,
2016), weight tying between the word embedding
and softmax layers (Inan et al., 2017; Press and
Wolf, 2017), variable length backpropagation se-
quences and the averaging SGD optimizer (Merity
et al., 2018). We provide the key hyperparameter
settings for the model in Table 2. These are the
default settings suggested by (Merity et al., 2018).

B Additional Figures

This section contains all figures complementary to
those presented in the main text. Some figures,
such as Figures 1b, 1d etc. present results for only
one of the two datasets, and we present the re-
sults for the other dataset here. It is important to
note that the analysis and conclusions remain un-
changed. Just as before, all results are averaged
from three models trained with different random
seeds. Error bars on curves represent the standard
deviation and those on bar charts represent 95%
confidence intervals.

Figure 8: Complementary to Figure 2b. Perturb
global order, i.e. all tokens in the context before
a given point, in PTB. Effects of shuffling and re-
versing the order of words in 300 tokens of con-
text, relative to an unperturbed baseline. Changing
the global order of words within the context does
not affect loss beyond 50 tokens.

Figure 9: Complementary to Figure 3. Effect of
dropping content and function words from 300 to-
kens of context relative to an unperturbed base-
line, on Wiki. Dropping both content and func-
tion words 5 tokens away from the target results
in a nontrivial increase in loss, whereas beyond 20
tokens, content words are far more relevant.



(a) Changing model hyperparameters for Wiki. (b) Different parts-of-speech for PTB.

Figure 10: Complementary to Figures 1b and 1d, respectively. Effects of varying the number of tokens
provided in the context, as compared to the same model provided with infinite context. Increase in loss
represents an absolute increase in NLL over the entire corpus, due to restricted context. (a) Changing
model hyperparameters does not change the context usage trend, but does change model performance.
We report perplexities to highlight the consistent trend. (b) Content words need more context than
function words.

(a) Dropping tokens (b) Perturbing occurrences of target word in context.

Figure 11: Complementary to Figure 4. Effects of perturbing the target word in the context compared
to dropping long-range context altogether, on Wiki. (a) Words that can only be copied from long-range
context are more sensitive to dropping all the distant words than to dropping the target. For words that
can be copied from nearby context, dropping only the target has a much larger effect on loss compared to
dropping the long-range context. (b) Replacing the target word with other tokens from vocabulary hurts
more than dropping it from the context, for words that can be copied from nearby context, but has no
effect on words that can only be copied from far away.
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Text span
Richmond 's father fired him as the driver . The next season , Al Richmond bought a UNK better suited to his son 's driving style . In
1977 Tim Richmond became both UNK UNK 's Rookie of the Year and the UNK class track champion . </s> Richmond returned to
racing sprint cars in the United States Automobile Club 's ( UNK ) national sprint car tour in 1978 . UNK in 12 races , he finished
30th in points as the series ' Rookie of the Year . That year he attended Jim Russell 's road racing school at UNK Springs
International UNK Park , setting a student course record . Richmond raced in a 1978 Mini UNK car event at Phoenix International
UNK , winning the Formula Super UNK support event in a UNK UNK . The win attracted sponsors and attention from major
owners like Roger UNK . He also competed in UNK 's Silver Crown series . </s> Richmond 's father bought an Eagle UNK Car
chassis and an UNK engine for the 1979 race at Michigan International UNK . Richmond qualified 21st fastest with a 175 @.@
UNK mph ( UNK @.@ UNK km

) . Standing roughly 15 metres ( 49 ft ) away , the cadres now raised their weapons . " You have taken our land , " one of them said .
" Please don 't shoot us ! " one of the passengers cried , just before they were killed by a sustained burst of automatic gunfire . </s>
Having collected water from the nearby village , UNK and his companions were almost back at the crash site when they heard the
shots . UNK it was personal ammunition in the luggage exploding in the heat , they continued on their way , and called out to the
other passengers , who they thought were still alive . This alerted the insurgents to the presence of more survivors ; one of the
guerrillas told UNK 's group to " come here " . The insurgents then opened fire on their general location , prompting UNK and the
others to flee . Hill and the UNK also ran ; they revealed their positions to the fighters in their UNK , but successfully hid themselves
behind a ridge . After Hill and the others had hidden there for about two hours

for shooting the video . In the background of the video is a sign for The Million Dollar Hotel , which was rebuilt to create some
interest , in case no one showed up at the film shoot . Although the video is of a live performance , the audio used is from the studio
@-@ recorded version of the song . The video won the Grammy Award for Best Performance Music Video at the 1989 Grammy
Awards . </s> </s> = = = B @-@ sides = = = </s> </s> " Race Against Time " was released on the 12 @-@ inch , cassette , and CD
versions of the single . The song developed from the band 's interest in urban funk , and was described by The Edge as " a kind of
Afro @-@ rhythmic piece " and " a study in rhythm . " The bass riff in the song , inspired by the UNK , was played by The Edge ,
but stemmed from some of Clayton 's unused bass parts . Mullen 's drum part was recorded in a single take . The song is primarily an
instrumental piece but does contain

</s> </s> The film received several award nominations , including a UNK Award for Best Supporting Actor for Colin Farrell , and
three nominations from the 2012 Comedy Awards , including Comedy Actor for Bateman , Comedy Actress for Aniston , and best
Comedy Film . Farrell and Aniston were both nominated for Best On @-@ Screen Dirt UNK at the 2012 MTV Movie Awards , with
Aniston claiming the award . Farrell also received a nomination for Best On @-@ Screen UNK . </s> </s> = = = Home media = = =
</s> </s> On July 26 , 2011 , UNK obtained the rights to the network premiere of the film . </s> UNK UNK was released on DVD
and Blu @-@ ray Disc in the United States on October 11 , 2011 . The DVD version sold an estimated 400 @,@ 682 units in the
United States during its first week , earning approximately $ 6 @.@ 1 million . It was the number 2 best selling DVD of the week ,
finishing behind Green Lantern , and the number 3 Blu @-@ ray disc film behind Green Lantern and The Lion King . As of
November

, too deep for troops to cross even without the prospect of enemy opposition . He considered using boats to ferry the troops across ,
but the Americans , with timely advice from General Lee , adopted a strong defensive position that was virtually impossible to
bombard from ships or the Long Island position . As a result , the British and American forces faced each other across the channel ,
engaging in occasional and largely UNK cannon fire at long range . Clinton reported that this meant that Admiral Parker would have
" the glory of being defeated alone . " The attack was originally planned for June 24 , but bad weather and contrary wind conditions
prompted Parker to call it off for several days . </s> </s> = = Battle = = </s> </s> On the morning of June 28 , Fort Sullivan was
defended by Colonel UNK , commanding the 2nd South Carolina Regiment and a company of the 4th South Carolina Artillery ,
numbering 435 men . At around 9 : 00 am that morning , a British ship fired a signal gun indicating all was ready for the attack .
Less than an hour

" UNK " into the mix . Alexis UNK from The Guardian called the song as triumphant . Kitty Empire from the same newspaper said
that " ' UNK ' sees Madonna taking a lover to task over an UNK dance @-@ pop rush . " Alan Light from Rolling Stone called the
song " UNK " . Thomas UNK from UNK magazine commented that " UNK " and first single " UNK Up " may not be as UNK like
Madonna 's initial singles " Burning Up " ( 1984 ) or " Physical UNK " ( 1984 ) , but they have the same UNK UNK of being
designed for all @-@ night dancing . </s> </s> = = Chart performance = = </s> </s> In the United States , " UNK " debuted at
number 70 on the Billboard Hot 100 chart for the issue dated March 11 , 2006 and reached a peak of 58 the following week . The
same week it reached a peak of 46 on the Pop 100 chart . Its low chart performance in America was attributed to limited radio

Figure 12: Failure of neural cache on Wiki. Lightly shaded regions show flat distribution.
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La Fortuna , Mexico . UNK just off the coast of Mexico , the system interacted with land and began weakening . UNK later ,
convection rapidly diminished as dry air became entrained in the circulation . In response to quick degradation of the system 's
structure , the NHC downgraded UNK to a tropical storm . Rapid weakening continued throughout the day and by the evening hours
, the storm no longer had a defined circulation . Lacking an organized center and deep convection , the final advisory was issued on
UNK . The storm 's remnants persisted for several more hours before dissipating roughly 175 mi ( 280 km ) southwest of Cabo
Corrientes , Mexico . </s> </s> = = Preparations and impact = = </s> </s> Following the classification of Tropical Depression Two
@-@ E on June 19 , the Government of Mexico issued a tropical storm warning for coastal areas between UNK and Manzanillo . A
hurricane watch was also put in place from UNK de UNK to Punta San UNK . Later that day , the tropical storm warning was
upgraded to a hurricane warning and the watch was extended westward to La Fortuna

the Lamar Hotel was adapted for use as a county annex building . In 1988 it was listed as a Mississippi Landmark . </s> The UNK
Young Hotel was built in 1931 . A staple in the African @-@ American business district that developed west of the city 's core , the
hotel was one of the only places in the city during the years of segregation where a traveling African American could find a room .
</s> As the city suburbs developed in the 1960s and ' 70s , most hotels moved outside of downtown . UNK of the Riley Center in
2006 has increased demand and a push for a new downtown hotel . The UNK Building has been proposed for redevelopment for this
purpose , but restoration efforts stalled with a change in city administrations . The UNK Preservation Society was formed in 2013 to
raise public awareness and support for the building 's renovation , featuring tours of the first floor and anniversary events . </s> </s>
= = = Historic districts = = = </s> </s> Meridian has nine historic districts that are listed on the National Register of Historic Places .
The Meridian Downtown

Corner . It was later replaced by M @-@ 48 in 1926 . </s> </s> = = = Current designation = = = </s> </s> The current M @-@ 82
dates back to 1926 . It ran from US 31 in Hart to the northern junction of US 131 and M @-@ 46 in Howard City . The highway was
routed through Ferry , UNK and UNK , replacing M @-@ 41 . In late 1936 , M @-@ 46 was extended along the section between
UNK and Howard City , forming a M @-@ 46 / M @-@ 82 concurrency to fill a gap in the M @-@ 46 routing . This concurrent
section became just M @-@ 46 in 1938 , UNK M @-@ 82 back to the northern M @-@ 37 junction in UNK . The highway was
moved to a new alignment west of Ferry in late 1947 or early 1948 . Instead of heading northwesterly to Hart , it was continued west
to end in Shelby . </s> Two UNK in 1963 and 1964 rerouted the western end of the highway again . This time it was realigned to run
from UNK to New Era

50 continues north on Cape May Avenue , passing through developed areas . It leaves Mays Landing and heads into back into forests
. The route turns to the northeast , passing near the UNK Leaf Lakes residential development , before coming to an interchange with
US 322 ( Black Horse Pike ) . </s> Past this interchange , Route 50 UNK to a four @-@ lane divided highway and reaches a full
interchange with the Atlantic City Expressway . The route becomes a two @-@ lane undivided road again and continues through
inhabited areas , crossing into Galloway Township , where there is an intersection with CR UNK . A short distance later , the road
crosses New Jersey Transit ’ s Atlantic City Line near the UNK Harbor City Station and enters UNK Harbor City , turning into
Philadelphia Avenue . A block after the railroad crossing , Route 50 ends at an intersection with US 30 and CR UNK ( White Horse
Pike ) , with CR UNK continuing north on Philadelphia Avenue at this point . </s> Route 50 is an important route linking the
Atlantic City Expressway with the Jersey Shore resorts in Cape May

beat him at the event due to interference from Kevin Nash . This led to Nash stating that Joe could not beat Booker T in a one @-@
on @-@ one match later in the broadcast . After this segment , Joe announced that Booker T and he would face at Victory Road on
July 13 for the title . On the July 10 episode of Impact ! , Sting proclaimed that he did not know which of the two would win at
Victory Road , but that he would be there to watch . At the event , Joe beat Booker T till he was bloody , causing several UNK and
security personnel to try to stop him to no UNK . He was stopped when Sting UNK in the contest by bashing Joe with a baseball bat
. Booker T then covered Joe for an unofficial pinfall victory that was counted by Booker T 's legitimate wife UNK . The match result
was ruled a no @-@ contest , with Joe retaining the title . </s> UNK UNK was joined by Christian Cage and UNK in his feud with
Kurt Angle , who was joined by Team 3D

room " , including Dwight , who learned from UNK that Michael did not put in a recommendation and thus UNK Michael . Jim
quietly tells Michael that he chose to resign his job and needs to come to terms with both that choice and the fact that life is going to
go on at the office . UNK then steps out of his meeting and asks Michael for advice for how to run the meeting , saying that he 's a
good manager and Dunder Mifflin won 't be the same without him . The two make up with a reverse UNK , UNK telling him that he
should start enjoying his retirement . Michael returns to his office while UNK conducts his meeting in the conference room . </s> In
another effort to impress UNK , Jim and Pam bring in UNK , to which UNK reacts positively . While they celebrate getting back on
his good side , UNK reveals to the camera that he is in fact indifferent to UNK and was just being polite . </s> </s> = = Production =

Figure 13: Success of neural cache on Wiki. Brightly shaded region shows peaky distribution.


